Bad bots {#cesec10}
========

Media and e-commerce sites are coming in for particular attention from bots, with some of the activity being related to the Covid-19 pandemic, according to Radware. Its analysis of bot traffic found that just over 58% of it was targeting media sites. The bots can mimic human activity -- for example, posting comments -- as well as scraping articles to be exploited for disinformation campaigns and the spreading of conspiracy theories. Nearly a third (31%) of bot activity was against e-commerce sites and here the focus seems to have switched to sites selling masks and hand sanitiser. There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/2V9CEdN>.

Nation-state attack alerts {#cesec20}
==========================

Google issued 40,000 alerts to potential victims of state-sponsored phishing or malware attacks in 2019, the firm said, although this is a 25% drop compared to 2018. Google attributes this drop to improvements in its own protection for users. These include the Advanced Protection Program (APP), which the firm offers to people such as journalists and activists, who are particularly at risk. Google said it has yet to see a successful phishing attack against an APP user. The most common forms of phishing attempts used by state-backed attackers employ impersonation of journalists or media companies, said Toni Gidwani, a security engineering manager with Google\'s Threat Analysis Group (TAG). "For example, attackers impersonate a journalist to seed false stories with other reporters to spread disinformation," he said. "In other cases, attackers will send several benign emails to build a rapport with a journalist or foreign policy expert before sending a malicious attachment in a follow-up email." There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/34lViDJ>.

Scammers change tactics {#cesec30}
=======================

Now that the Covid-19 pandemic has resulted in stores being closed and people being confined to their homes in many countries, some scammers are changing tactics to adapt to the new situation. Many business email compromise (BEC) scams involve tricking company employees into buying gift cards. All the scammers need are the card numbers to redeem the value. But as researchers from Agari point out, these cards typically need to be bought from shops. Now the attackers are switching to digital gift cards and are actually making more money as a result because in-store purchases of cards usually have limits to the value that can be purchased at one time. The method is the same -- the attacker impersonates a senior executive and asks a member of staff to purchase cards, ostensibly as a gift for a client or employee. In the new approach, while initial contact is via email, the scammers quickly switch to using SMS texting to evade possible email protections. Agari said it has recently seen one case where a company was defrauded of \$15,000 this way. There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/39W4SOC>.

Teddy bear lure {#cesec40}
===============

A cybercrime group, believed to be the one variously known as FIN7, the Navigator Group and the Carbanak Group, is using teddy bears as a ruse to infect victims\' machines. People in the US have been receiving packages in the mail containing the bear, a fake gift card and a USB stick. A covering letter, purportedly from Best Buy, tells them that they are being rewarded for being loyal customers and can use the \$50 gift card to buy products listed on the USB drive. In what is generically known as a 'bash bunny' attack, the USB device acts as a human interface device (HID) and when inserted in a Windows machine it mimics a keyboard. A PowerShell script is invoked, which downloads further PowerShell code from the Internet that in turn installs malicious JavaScript. The ultimate aim is uncertain, although Trustwave said it has seen evidence of the code gathering system information. Some victims who received the packages apparently didn\'t get the teddy bear.

Medical research firm hit with ransomware {#cesec50}
=========================================

A UK medical research firm, which is preparing to carry out trials for a potential vaccine for Covid-19, has been hit with ransomware. Hammersmith Medicines Research (HMR) was infected with the Maze malware. When the company refused to pay the ransom, the attackers attempted to increase pressure on the organisation by publishing a selection of patients\' files on their website. The data, which HMR said dates back 8-20 years, contained medical questionnaires, copies of passports, driving licences and national insurance numbers for more than 2,300 of HMR\'s patients. It\'s believed other data has also been leaked in various places on the Internet. Maze is one of the groups that attempted to gain positive publicity by promising not to attack medical facilities during the pandemic. There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/2xWvthd>.

Android backdoors {#cesec60}
=================

An analysis of 150,000 Android apps has revealed that thousands contain backdoors or other secretive and dubious capabilities. Researchers at Ohio State University, New York University and the Helmholtz Centre for Information Security (CISPA) examined 100,000 of the most popular apps on Google\'s Play store, 30,000 that came pre-installed on Samsung devices and 20,000 from China\'s Baidu app store. They studied two aspects -- what proportion of the apps had some form of backdoor capability, such as secret access keys, master passwords and covert commands, and how these might be exploited. Some 12,706 apps were found to have backdoor capabilities and another 4,028 appeared to compare user input with internal lists of words and phrases, including things like the names of politicians and references to incidents currently in the news. With regard to backdoors, the percentage of apps showing such behaviour was roughly equal in both the Google Play store (6.8%) and Baidu (5.3%). For the pre-installed apps, the figure was much higher, at 16%. The research is here: <https://bit.ly/2Rl0cvj>.

Cloudflare passes audit {#cesec70}
=======================

A security audit of Cloudflare\'s free DNS service (at 1.1.1.1) has been completed and it has mostly been given a clean bill of health. The audit, performed by KPMG, was prompted by public concerns that Cloudflare might be gathering data on users\' DNS requests with a view to selling it, in spite of the company\'s insistence that the purpose of the service is to enhance privacy. These concerns heightened when Cloudflare became the default resolver in Firefox and the foundation for its DNS-over-HTTPS implementation. Among Cloudflare\'s claims were that it never writes the user\'s IP address to disk and that all logs are wiped within 24 hours. KPMG found that those targets were missed slightly -- some network monitoring systems retained 0.05% of packets passing through the system, including originating IP address, and it sometimes took 25 hours to wipe logs. Cloudflare responded by saying that the network monitoring data is kept temporarily for problem resolution only, separately from the 1.1.1.1 DNS data, and that it would address the log wiping issue. KPMG\'s report is here: <https://bit.ly/2XuFtt1>.

Tupperware malware {#cesec80}
==================

Tupperware is the latest big name to fall victim to Magecart e-commerce malware, according to security firm Malwarebytes. Researchers found malicious code on the checkout pages of Tupperware\'s US e-commerce site. The software creates an iframe that creates a form that floats over the top of the legitimate checkout screen and allows the attackers to capture a customer\'s details, including first and last name, billing address, telephone number and payment card number, expiry date and CVV code. These details are then sent to the attacker\'s server. Malwarebytes alerted Tupperware to the issue but did not get a response. There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/39Rve4v>.
